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As It Was In The Days Of Noah And Lot
 Homosexuality and bestiality were punishable by death under the law

Lev 20:13,15
If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an
abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.
And if a man lie with a beast, he shall surely be put to death: and ye shall slay the beast.
 The fallen angels caused all flesh to corrupt God’s way upon the earth
 God’s WAY (Heb. derek) was that everything reproduce after it’s OWN KIND

Gen 6:12; 1:21,24-25
And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted his way
upon the earth.
And God created great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought
forth abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it
was good.
And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping
thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so.
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 God endowed all life with the ability to reproduce after it’s own kind- even

animals of a different genus (e.g.- horse and donkey) can reproduce if they are
of the same kind (e.g.- equidae) but their hybrid offspring (e.g.- mule) are often
sterile, meaning one cannot breed hybrids
 Even if sexual relations occur between two different KINDS, divinely appointed
bounds prevent any offspring from the union (e.g.- a cat and a dog cannot
produce offspring together)
 According to scripture, angels were not created to reproduce- they are immortal
so there is no need; they are all “male” so there is no means
Matt 22:30
For in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels of
God in heaven.
 Since the union of fallen angels and women is one of STRANGE flesh then it

should have been impossible to produce offspring (just like it is impossible for
homosexuals to produce offspring)
 In some way however, the fallen angels acquired the ability (i.e.- the seed) to
procreate with women
 This procreative ability could have also extended to animals
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Man was wicked and evil, but what these angels did was the “final straw” that
brought God’s judgment of the Flood
 They broke the bounds God directed between the spirit world and the physical

world
 They broke the reproductive bounds God directed by fornicating with women and
producing the giants (Heb. nephilim)- a mutant hybrid race that greatly exacerbated
violence in the earth
 They corrupted human and animal DNA through cross-breeding and genetic
manipulation- they may have produced chimera from different kinds of animals
(e.g.- griffins) and half human/half animal monstrosities (e.g.- satyrs; centaurs)
 Only Noah and his progeny were perfect (i.e.- “without blemish; whole”)
Gen 6:9,12-13
These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations, and
Noah walked with God.
And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted his way
upon the earth.
And God said unto Noah, The end of all flesh is come before me; for the earth is filled with
violence through them; and, behold, I will destroy them with the earth.
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 All the pagan mythologies tell of instances when the “gods” took a different

form (Acts 14:11) and had sexual relations with human beings (both men and
women), often producing supernatural offspring- the demigods
 Zeus was the master rapist: (1) he seduced Danae in the form of a golden rain
shower and begat Perseus; (2) he seduced Alkmene disguised as her own
husband and begat Hercules; (3) he seduced Leda in the form of a swan and
begat twins; and (4) he seduced Europa in the form of a bull and begat three
sons (one was Minos the king of Crete, who had the labyrinth built and fed
people to the minotaur)
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 Cave markings and ancient tablets all over the world tell of a time when “star”

(Rev 1:20) beings visited the earth and gave advanced knowledge to humans
 The records indicate that humans worshipped these beings and even had sexual
relations with them
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 Many of the gods of ancient Egypt and Hinduism are depicted as half human

half animal, or chimeras
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 The pseudepigraphal books of 1 Enoch, Jasher (which is a counterfeit of the

book of Jasher mentioned in the Bible), and Jubilees give a historical but
UNINSPIRED account of what occurred in Genesis 6
 Bible-believing Christians need to be careful not to allow curiosity to drive
them to extra-Biblical sources in an attempt to obtain knowledge of things the
Lord has intentionally not revealed to us in scripture cf. (Gen 3:5)
 All these non-Biblical sources are a grain of the truth but perverted- all we need
to know about what happened in Genesis 6, how, and why is found in our King
James Bible
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Luke 17:26
And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days
of the Son of man.

Can/will there be another extra-terrestrial invasion?

Can/will there be a reappearance of giants?
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It has already happened…
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Gen 6:4
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God
came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became
mighty men which were of old, men of renown.


The phrase ALSO AFTER THAT refers to the giants that were in the earth
after the days of Noah
 The word GIANT(S) appears 21x and is translated from three Hebrew
words: nephiyl (3x); rapha (17x); and gibbowr (1x)
 The word GIANT has 5 letters (5= # of DEATH)
 A total of five (5= # of DEATH) races of giants are mentioned in
Deuteronomy 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Emims (Deu 2:10)- destroyed or displaced by the Moabites
Anakims (Deu 2:10)
Horims (Deu 2:12)- destroyed or displaced by the Edomites
Zamzummims (Deu 2:20)- destroyed or displaced by the Ammonites
Avims (Deu 2:23)- destroyed or displaced by the Caphtorims
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